
Clean for the Weekend 

 

Car cleaning and valet service, Friends and Family Pricelist, services and optional extras 

07740 707539 – markursocale@hotmail.com 

N.B Access to hot/warm water, outside tap for a hose and electricity is required. Finishes available subject to weather. An 

excess fee may be applicable for very dirty interiors/exteriors, but will be agreed beforehand. 
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Introductory offer – A Snow Foam & Sealant Valet for the price of the Junior Valet, for your 

first order. 

 
Why use ‘Clean for the Weekend’? 
This is not your average car cleaning and valet service. We bring the expertise and attention to detail of a 
professional hand cleaned finish with the convenience of a drive-way service  

 Convenient on the drive-way service 

 A personal commitment to customer satisfaction. My pride, in your joy 

 We bring the tools – pressure washer, snow foam applicators, hand polishers, clean applicators, 
premium and safe wash products applied properly to ensure a premium finish 

 Seasonal focused cleaning techniques for summer, autumn and winter conditions 

 Expertise in maintaining that factory look for longer 
 
Why not the Supermarket? 

 All of our cleans are a minimum of 1.5hrs, guaranteeing you a premium finish 

 We don’t re-use dirty, oily and greasy sponges from clean to clean. Each job uses fresh micro fibre 
mitts, applicators and dryers and all buckets have grit guards to ensure your paintwork doesn’t suffer 

 Why clean it and then get it dirty on the way home? We’ll come to you. Got a job on at home or just 
don’t have the time? Our trusted and friendly service will come to you 

 
What’s included? 
We offer our customers a range of services designed to suit your needs. We offer a range of additional extra’s 
if you would like to discuss a specific option, adding options or maybe a service not listed, let us know. 
 

 

Products 
 
Junior Valet - £25 car - £35 4x4/SUV 
Recommended for the daily commuter. A regular hand wash to keep your car looking clean and tidy 
Approximately 1 to 1.5 hours, 2hrs for larger vehicle. 
Optional service - Vacuum seats Carpets & boot area, dust dashboard and controls (£5) 
 
Snow Foam and Sealant Valet £35 car - £45 4x4/SUV 
Recommend for the daily commuter who wants some protection in the winter months from the road conditions 
and a premium finish. Keeps your car looking cleaner for longer. 
Approximately 2-2.5 hours 
 
Premium Valet - £50 car - £60 4x4/SUV 
Recommend for owners of vehicles who want a premium finish, who have a manufactures paint protection 
finish or regularly have their cars waxed/coated. A full inside and out service that I tend to do regularly on my 
own vehicles 
Approximately 3-4 hours 
 
Professional Valet - £100 car - £115 4x4/SUV 
Recommend for serious car owners. Looking for a professional finish to wow friends and family. Perhaps you’re 
preparing the car for sale or for a show, this valet is for those who want their car to look its best – this is the full 
works. 
Approximately 1 days work 
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Most Popular   

 Junior Valet Snow Foam & 
Sealant Valet 

Premium Valet Professional Valet 

Exterior  

Pressure washer pre-rinse     

Microfibre bodywork hand wash     

Non-acidic wheel clean     

Full body shampoo and rinse     

Boot shut and door sill cleanse     

Basic tyre dressing     

Premium tyre dressing     

Premium Snow foam pre-rinse     

Premium Shampoo     

Premium bodywork sealant     

Spray-on wax/detailer finish     

Windscreen anti-rain repellent     

Two bucket wash/rinse method     

Wax application      

Trim treatment inc vinyl protection     

Under car body rinse Optional Optional Optional Optional 

Interior 

Clear ashtrays and remove rubbish     

Dashboard & door cards dust     

Dashboard & door cards cleanse     

Windscreen & front windows streak 
free clean 

    

Vacuum seats, carpets & boot area Optional    

Vinyl dress dashboard & door cards      

Clean all internal windows     

Spray shampoo seats (inc. leather)     

  Carpets     

  Floor mats     

  Boot area     

  Door cards     

  Dashboard     

  Surrounding areas     
 

 - not available in this package because it is substituted with a higher-grade product, application or finish 
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If you would like to add any of the items, not included in the service you require, Eg, Snow Foam pre-rinse to a 

Junior Valet or a Wax coating to the Premium Valet, we can look at adding anything as an optional extra for 

you and would happily discuss seasonal or irregular treatments when applicable. Also happy to discuss options 

for regular bookings. 

 
Optional Extras 
 

Even maintaining our vehicles with regular cleaning and protection, contaminates from the roads we drive on, 

other vehicles, our own vehicles and the elements, still embeds particles and contaminates into our wheels, 

paint and other areas. Driving on salty roads during the winter also brings its own issues. Below is a non-

exhaustive list of extras that we can offer to help enhance, protect, decontaminate and make your car easier 

to maintain and look cleaner for longer. Example pricing below 

 

   

Rust Inhibitor for underside of car, in and around 
wheel, arches and springs 

£20  

Add Wax to bodywork on Premium Valet £10  

Leather Seats Clean £20  £30 (5 seats +) 

Wheel Iron Remover £10  

Paint Iron Remover £20  

Traffic Film Remover (TFR) £10  

Paint Decontamination £50 Call 

Clean a Cabriolet Hood for Waterproofing including 
mould/green/mildew removal on exterior 

£20  

Waterproof a Cabriolet Hood £40  

Wheel Sealant Polish Protection £15  

Windscreen Glass Deep Clean, Polish and 
Protection 

£40 
 

 

   

 


